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Microsoft(R) Office Access 2007 Forms, Reports, and Queries (Business Solutions)Que, 2007
“Everything you need to master Access 2007 forms, reports, and queries.”
–Charles Carr, Reviews Editor, ComputorEdge Magazine

 

Create Forms for Business

Ensure Data Entry Accuracy

...
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MCSA/MCSE Implementing and Administering Security in a Windows 2000 Network Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram 70-214)Que, 2003
Welcome to Implementing and Administering Security in a Windows 2000 Network Exam Cram 2! Whether this is your first or your 15th Exam Cram series book, you'll find information here that will help ensure your success as you pursue knowledge, experience, and certification. The introductory material here explains Microsoft's certification programs in...
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Managing Stakeholders in Software Development Projects (Computer Weekly Professional)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2004
Understand how to effectively manage stakeholders by taking account of their personal needs and goals     

       As stakeholder relationships and business in general have become increasingly central to the unfolding of stakeholder thinking, important new topics have begun to take centre stage in both the worlds of practitioners and...
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Mindfulness and Traditional Chinese Zen Arts: The Way of Calligraphy, Painting, Kung Fu, and TeaDaoscape, 2020

	In my early twenties, I discovered a book titled Zen in the Art of

	Archery . It was written by a German academic, called Eugen Herrigel,

	who had studied the Japanese art of ky?d? (ritualised Shint? archery)

	between the years 1924 and 1929.





	This exotic Zen-flavoured feat had been accomplished as a result of

	the...
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Nanoscale Materials in ChemistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001


	Nanotechnology is almost a household word now-a-days, or at least some word with

	‘‘nano’’ in it, such as nanoscale, nanoparticle, nanophase, nanocrystal, or nanomachine.

	This field now enjoys worldwide attention and a National Nanotechnology

	Initiative (NNI) is about to be launched.





	This...
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African American MillionairesJossey-Bass, 2004
Meet the black Achievers who attained the American Dream--from the early years to modern times
"This wonderful book should be required reading for young people, who will learn how some of the nation’s most successful Black men and women became role models."
  --Joyce Ladner, Ph.D.  

Robert Sengstacke Abbott
...
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PersistMetropolitan Books, 2021

	
		The inspiring, influential senator and bestselling author mixes vivid personal stories with a passionate plea for political transformation.

		

		Elizabeth Warren is a beacon for everyone who believes that real change can improve the lives of all Americans. Committed, fearless, and famously persistent, she brings...
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You Are a Mathematician: A Wise and Witty Introduction to the Joy of NumbersJohn Wiley & Sons, 1997
What is the largest number less than 1?

If x and y are any of two different positive numbers, which is larger, x2 + y2 or 2xy?

What do you get if you cross a cube and an octahedron?

Discover the surprising answers as David Wells conclusively proves that: you Are a mathematician

Praise for David Wells's

The...
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Python for Secret Agents - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Gather, analyze, and decode data to reveal hidden facts using Python, the perfect tool for all aspiring secret agents


	About This Book

	
		Discover the essential features of Python programming: statements, variables, expressions, and many of the built-in data types
	
		Use Python's standard...
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Algebra Demystified : A Self Teaching GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2002
MASTER ONE LIFE'S MOST USEFUL SKILLS--EVEN IF YOU'VE NEVER BEEN GOOD AT MATH
 Knowing algebra gives you a better choice of jobs, helps you perform better in science, computing, and math courses, ups your score on competitive exams, and improves your ability to do daily computations.  And there's no faster or more painless way...
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Formative Assessment in United States Classrooms: Changing the Landscape of Teaching and LearningPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This book examines the history of formative assessment in the US and explores its potential for changing the landscape of teaching and learning to meet the needs of twenty-first century learners. The author uses case studies to illuminate the complexity of teaching and the externally imposed and internally constructed contextual...
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The Lucent Library of Science and Technology - Black HolesLucent Books, 2003
"The science is accurate, and the story is well told in terms of both presenting the history of the investigation of black holes and providing some insights into the scientists themselves.  The illustrations placed throughout the volume help readers understand the intricacies associated with these strange phenomena...A glossary and three...
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